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Crowne Plaza Hotel Danang
Located in Danang, Vietnam, Crowne Plaza Hotel occupies a prime site and orientation
with unobstructed views of the ocean. The interior design for its guest and suit rooms
maximizes this site opportunity while the theme reinforces the quality, level of service, and
high-end accommodations expected by casino resort guests. With the objective of creating
a comfortable and enriching indoor spatial experience, the design involves rich and tactile
material palette complemented with streamlined details that integrate relaxation, function,
ergonomics, materiality, mood lighting, branding and aesthetics into a singular spatial design.
The concept blends western design sensibilities and eastern ambience to create
aesthetically expressive and functionally efficient guest rooms. Inspired by local Vietnamese
culture and its unique sumptuous lifestyle, guest rooms offer distinctive modern experience
of the tropical vernacular. The luxurious and comfortable layout of guest rooms features
large, private balcony space having direct sea view, visually screened from adjacent rooms
for privacy. The adaptable interior screen walls can be modified by the guests to provide
desired gradients of privacy or openness. Shower, dressing and bath cover a large expanse
of the rooms, extending the interiors palette and ambience of the guest rooms. These private
areas can be continuous with the rooms or divided by a discreet curved partition.
The suites comprise two modules and a generous balcony with a private open bath.
To optimize the irregular layout and open up sea-views from each module space, circular
elements are introduced in the design, unifying the spatial relationships and lending a
smooth continuity of movement within rooms. The ceiling elements, patterned marble floors
and the seating visually offset the geometry of the main living space, adding a scale of
grandness. Sliding wood doors can be opened between the living and sleeping areas adding
further level of flexibility to suit individual requirements. A raised bath is situated behind the
master bed, and affords a clear view to the sea.
Refined details, calming sea-views potentially from all areas of the guest rooms and a
warm material palette offer a luxurious respite from the bustle of the civic life. The immersive
experience of rooms embodies the high-end hospitality and service that the Crowne Plaza
brand signifies.
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